Peer-Reviewed Publications

[https://www.academia.edu/20194287/The_Night_of_the_Big_Wind_January_6th_1839].


Book Reviews and Other Contributed Work


[http://www.bpj.org/poems/oberman_who.pdf#zoom=100].


Pelizzon, Penelope. Interview. “Ask a Local: V. Penelope Pelizzon, Willimantic, CT.” *The Common.*  

**Awards and Honors**

Carnahan, Kerry. Won *The Aetna Translation Award.*
Coto, Kathryn. Won *The Aetna Children’s Literature Award.*
Higonnet, Margaret. Served on the steering committee of “Landscapes of Realism,” under Principal Investigator Dirk Goettsche. Project awarded Leverhulme grant of £124,942.
Piller, Erick. Won third place in the *Wallace Stevens Poetry Contest.*
Reardon, Kristina. Won the Graduate First Prize in *The Aetna Creative Nonfiction Awards.*
Reeds, Eleanor. Won first place in the *Wallace Stevens Poetry Contest.*
—. Won the *Long River Graduate Writing Award.*
Smith, Victoria Ford. Appointed book review co-editor of *The Lion and the Unicorn.*

**Presentations**